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Introduction f

The aim of this study is to relate penceptual distances
dnawn fr.om difference limen data to a physicaf distance meas-

ure, taking into account some facts about the hearing rnecha-

nism, The distance measure and its correfation to the percePt'
ual distance can be regarded as a r^tay of testing the underJ-y-
ing penception model.

V,le used sound stimuli of the type Flanagan (1955) used in
his study of difference limen for formant frequencies. Six
groups.of foun-formant synthetic vowels were produced hrith the
se¡ies synthesizer OVE III. fn each group, Fl or F2 was sys-
tematical-ly shifted in seven .steps of l0 or 25 Hz above and be-
l-ow the neference voh?els (see Tab1e 1).

Table 1. Refenence sounds for the stimuLus sets
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fn an AB test, listeners judged lthethen they could discnrmrn-
ate between the reference sound and a test sound.

A number of distance measures based on a more or fess re-
fined processing of static speech sound spectna have been
presented during the fast years. The correlation between per-
ceptual data and distance measures that are solely based on

peripheral auditory processing may give poor results in iden-
tiflcation tests which involve higher levels of processing.
I{opefully, a better cornelation will- be reached if the pencept-
ual data are taken from discrimination tests where less phon-
etic processing will pl-ay a nofe for the l-istener's judgement'
This was the r:eason for choosing this particula:: set of stimuli.
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Distance Measures

In the present study, distance measures based on two

of auditory representations of the sound stimufi weretypes
tested

Plomp (f970) formufated a distance measure in a study of
the tirnbre of complex tones, Basicatly, the distarrce between

t\^ro steady state complex tones, having the same loudness,
pitch and duration was defined as the distance between two
points .in an m-dimensional space where the n coordinates cor-
respond to the intensity differences in m 1/3-octave bands
(cf. the critical band theory of hearing, Zwicker, 1961).
Plornp found a good comelation bet\reen the distance neasure
and dissimilanity indices for musical instrument tones, vo\n/-

els, arrd pipe orgarr stops. In Lindblom (1978), the measure is
tested on speech-like material and good results were likewise
obtained.

Schroeder et al (1980) proposed a spectral distance mea-

sune based on the maskirrg properties of auditory perception.
The auditory spectrum is transformed into loudness per critic-
al barrl (sone/Bark) as compared to Plomp's model which does

not include rrLasking effects, but represents the spectrum as in-
tensity per cnitical band (dB/Bark). For funther detaifs, see

Plonp (f970) and Schroeder et a] (Ì980).

Lirrdblortr and Bladon (1980 ) tested the ''schnoeder et el'r
model in a discrimination test with synthetic vowefs, Carfson
and Gnanströn (1979) examined a number of auditory models and

tested them with a variety of different speech materials. As

orre of their auditory representations of the signal spectrat
they adopted the ¡'Schroeder et alr' model but introduced the
equal lourJness curves of heaning in the transformation from in-
terrs i Ly Lo Iouclness.

In the present study, the Carlson-Granström version of
the sone/Bank repnesentation of spectra was used.2

At least t\^ro v./ays of calculating the difference bet\^/een

two tnansfonmed spectra seem reasonable. Either a sirnple sum-

¡rration of the differences between spectra at every sample
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point (in every critical band) or a geometric summation, that
is, the square root of the sum of the squared differences.
The first distance is usual-ì-y referred to as the city bfock
distance, the second gives a Euclidean distance,

The correlation between the discrimination test data and

the distance measures was evaluated for the six groups of vow-
el-fike stimufi. A linear regression r^/as assumed, but due to
the usuaf s-shape of the discrimination curve sampJ-e points
\^/ith discrimination values below 5 eo and above 95 % were ex-
cfuded from the r"egression analysis.

Results

The results from the DL test confirmed as a whofe the re-
sufts obtained by Ffanagarr (1955) with a DL val-ue of 3-5 e, of
the first and second formant frequency.

However, when looking at details of the discrimination
curves fon the eix sets of vowcl stimuli, some deviations ap-
peared, Asymmetries of the curves reported by Flanagan, that
is, cases in which the fisteners \"/ere more sensitive to a

shift of a formant in one dinection than in the other, did not
show up in the expected way in the pnesent study. As one ex-
ample, the stimufus set \nrith the refenence formant values 500,
2000, 2500, 3550 Hz, gave asymmetnic discrimination data re-
sults in the opposite direction compared to the Flanagan study.
Oun fisteners were more sensitive to an F2-lowering than to a

raising.

The explanation for the asymmetny obtained in the Fl-ana-
gan study seems intuitively cctt'ect. ldhen two forrnants ap-
pnoach each other, an i.ncrease of the F2F3 complex would ef-
fect the listener's response toh/ards being more sensitive to
an F2 raising than to an F2 lowering, A closer fook at the
local intensity change when F2 is raised 25 and 50 Hz, however,
will not show any drastic increase. fnformal tests with native
English and American Iisteners (though with a knowledge of
Swedish) showed the sanre asymmetries as for our Swedish fist-
eners, which seems to rule out an explanation ín terms of dif-
ferent phonemic border within the stimulus set. Present.l!¡, we

have no explanation for the different asymmetries.
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The correlation between the penceptual data and the dis-

tance measur:es proved to be high (r=0.8-0'9) for both models'

The intensity per crj.tical- band nepresentation gave a somewhat

but not signficiantly better fit than the loudness per critic-

al- band tlepnesentation. A distance metnic using the Euclidean

distance did not differ appr^eciably fnom the city bJ-ock dis-

tance.

A notabLe resuft was that also the discnimination test

data fo:: the stimulus sets l^tith the marked asymmetry discussed

above, comelated hteÌl with the distance measurer thus givi-ng

some support to the auditory models that I'Jel:e tested'

Ho\^rever, any distance measure based on models which try

to capture the peniphenal- auditory pr:ocessing will not be

abfe to pr"edict listeners' nesponses as soon as the decision

invol-ves a phonetically based judgement2 o::¡ in other worîds'

a more centrally located pnocessing'

In this study it i^ras thus not possible to achieve a

single physical distance value as a transformed vension of the

Difference Limen for formant frequencies, independent of for-

mant numberr vowel- sPectrum etc.

For a discussion of the nelative merits of differ'ênt au-

ditory model-s, see Ca:rlson & G::anstnöm (1979)'

Footno.tes .
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